Abstract

**Aim** To identify and analyse the main features of the top 100 most-cited randomized controlled trials, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses published in endodontic journals.

**Methodology** The Clarivate Analytics’ Web of Science (WoS) was used to search and analyse the 100 most frequently cited RCTs, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses having “randomized”, “randomised”, “randomized controlled”, “randomised controlled”, “randomized controlled trial”, “randomized controlled trials”, “clinical trial”, “systematic”, “systematic review”, “meta-analysis”, and “meta-analyses” in the title section. The “International Endodontic Journal”, “Journal of Endodontics”, “Oral Surgery Oral Medicine Oral Pathology Oral Radiology and Endodontology”, “Australian Endodontic Journal”, “Endodontics & Dental Traumatology”, “Endo-Endodontic Practice Today”, and “European Endodontic Journal” were included in the publication name section. After ranking the articles in a descending order based on their citation counts, each article was cross-matched with the citation counts in Elsevier’s Scopus and Google Scholar. The articles were analysed and information on citation counts, citation density, year of publication, contributing authors, institutions, and countries, journal of publication, study design, topic of the article and keywords was extracted.

**Results** The citation counts of the 100 most-cited articles varied from 235 to 20 (WoS), 276 to 17 (Scopus), and 696 to 1 (Google Scholar). The year in which the top 100 articles were published was 2010 (n=13). Among 373 authors, the greatest number of articles was associated with three individuals namely Reader A (n=5), Beck M (n=5), and Kvist T (n=5). Most of the articles originated from the United States (n=24) with the greatest contribution from Ohio State University (USA) (n=5). RCTs were the most frequent study design (n=45) followed by systematic reviews (n=30) with outcome studies of root canal treatment being the major topic (n=35). The JOE published the largest number of included articles (n=70) followed by the IEJ (n=27). Among 259 unique keywords, meta-analysis (n=23) and systematic review (n=23) were the most frequently used.
**Conclusion** This study has revealed that year of publication had no obvious impact on citation count. The bibliometric analysis highlighted the quantity and quality of research as well as the evolution of scientific advancements made in the field of Endodontology over time.
**Introduction**

Citation analysis in the field of bibliometrics utilizes citation data to quantify the importance of research as indicated by the citation count of an article. Analysing the most-cited research papers is often undertaken in order to determine past, current and future research within particular fields as well as to recognize the contributing institutions, authors and journals (Hirsch 2005, Ahmad *et al*. 2019). The term “citation classics” is a bibliometric concept, the purpose of which is to identify as well as acknowledge the most frequently cited manuscripts and thus authors who have had the greatest impact on a particular specialty (Aslam-Pervez & Lubek 2018). A scientific paper with more than 400 citations, is considered by some to be a “classic” article (Fardi *et al*. 2011), however, based on the specific field of scientific and clinical research, an article having 100 or more citations can also be considered as a “classic” (Andersen *et al*. 2006, Heldwein *et al*. 2010, Feijoo *et al*. 2014, Gondivkar *et al*. 2018).


Interestingly, although several studies have been conducted to identify and analyse the ‘classic’ articles in the field of Medicine (Baltussen & Kindler 2004, Coats 2005, Ponce & Lozano 2010, Tam *et al*. 2013, Shuaib *et al*. 2015a) as well as Dentistry (Fardi *et al*. 2011, Feijoo *et al*. 2014, Corbella *et al*. 2017, Tarazona *et al*. 2018, Wu *et al*. 2018), no bibliometric analysis has been performed on the most influential evidence level 1 articles in the field of Endodontology, that is randomized controlled trials, systematic review, and meta-analyses. Therefore, this study aims to identify and analyse the top 100 most-cited evidence level 1 articles in endodontic journals to highlight the most impactful manuscripts and authors over time.
Materials and methods

Search strategy

The literature search was performed on 1st April 2019 from 1961 to 2018 using Clarivate Analytics’ Web of Science “All Databases”. The following journals were considered as they had titles containing the word “Endodontology” or “Endodontic” or “Endodontics”: International Endodontic Journal, Journal of Endodontics, Oral Surgery Oral Medicine Oral Pathology and Oral Radiology (formerly known as Oral Surgery Oral Medicine Oral Pathology Oral Radiology and Endodontology), Endo-Endodontic Practice Today, and European Endodontic Journal. The journal Dental Traumatology was also included because it was known as Endodontics & Dental Traumatology until 2001. The search subjects were “randomized”, “randomised”, “randomized controlled”, “randomised controlled”, “randomized controlled trial”, “randomized controlled trials”, “clinical trial”, “systematic”, “systematic review”, “meta-analysis”, and “meta-analyses” in the title section. There was no restriction on the publication year of the article. According to the Web of Science “All Databases”, out of 516 results, the top 100 most-cited articles were identified based on the number of citations received and these were then cross-matched with data from Google Scholar and Elsevier’s Scopus. Using the Clarivate Analytics’ Web of Science “All Databases”, the selected articles were ranked in descending order on the basis of their citation counts. Screening was performed by two reviewers independently and finally a unanimous decision was made on the list of the top 100 most-cited manuscripts from the randomized controlled trials, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses that were included.

Data extraction and bibliometric parameters

Article title, citation count, citation density, year of publication, authorship, contributing institution and country, journal of publication, methodological design, article topic, and keywords of each article were recorded for the top 100 most-cited evidence level 1 papers.
Country

The institution and the country of origin of the papers was identified by the institutional address given for the corresponding author. A single-institution origin was scored if all the authors belonged to the same institution, regardless of their department.

Methodological design

The articles were classified as; randomized controlled trials (RCTs), systematic reviews, meta-analyses, and systematic reviews and meta-analyses.

Results

Citation count and citation density

The top 100 most-cited evidence level 1 articles received a total of 5206 (Web of Science), 5781 (Scopus), and 11563 (Google Scholar) citations. The citation range was 235 to 20 (Web of Science), 276 to 17 (Scopus), and 696 to 1 (Google Scholar). Citation density, i.e. the average number of citations per annum was 52.06 (Web of Science), 57.81 (Scopus), and 115.63 (Google Scholar) collectively. The most cited paper with 235 (Web of Science), 276 (Scopus), 696 (Google Scholar) citations was “Outcome of primary root canal treatment: systematic review of the literature – Part 2. Influence of clinical factors” (Ng et al. 2008a), with an average citation per annum of 23.50. The second ranked paper with 163 (Web of Science), 185 (Scopus), 388 (Google Scholar), citations was “Outcome of primary root canal treatment: systematic review of the literature – Part 1. Effects of study characteristics on probability of success” (Ng et al. 2007), with an average citation per annum of 14.81. The third ranked paper with 154 (Web of Science), 177 (Scopus), 366 (Google Scholar), citations was “Histological, ultrastructural and quantitative investigations on the response of healthy human pulps to experimental capping with mineral trioxide aggregate: a
randomized controlled trial” (Nair et al. 2008), with an average citation per annum of 15.40. Table 1 summarizes the ranking of the 100 most-cited evidence level 1 articles in Endodontics.

**Randomized controlled trials:** A total of 45 randomized controlled trials were included in the top 100 most-cited evidence level 1 articles. These RCTs received a total of 1885 (Web of Science), 2072 (Scopus), and 4059 (Google Scholar) citations. The citation range was 154 to 21 (Web of Science), 177 to 17 (Scopus), and 366 to 29 (Google Scholar). Citation density was 41.88 (Web of Science), 46.04 (Scopus), and 90.20 (Google Scholar) collectively. The most cited RCT with 154 (Web of Science), 177 (Scopus), and 366 (Google Scholar) citations was “Histological, ultrastructural and quantitative investigations on the response of healthy human pulps to experimental capping with mineral trioxide aggregate: a randomized controlled trial” (Nair et al. 2008), with an average citation per annum of 15.40.

**Systematic reviews:** A total of 30 systematic reviews were included in the top 100 most-cited evidence level 1 articles. These systematic reviews received a total of 1911 (Web of Science), 2137 (Scopus), and 4134 (Google Scholar) citations. The citation range was 235 to 20 (Web of Science), 276 to 17 (Scopus), and 696 to 1 (Google Scholar). Citation density was 63.70 (Web of Science), 71.23 (Scopus), and 137.80 (Google Scholar) collectively. The most cited systematic review with 235 (Web of Science), 276 (Scopus), and 696 (Google Scholar) citations was “Outcome of primary root canal treatment: systematic review of the literature–Part 2. Influence of clinical factors” (Ng et al. 2008), with an average citation per annum of 23.50.

**Meta-analyses:** A total of 10 meta-analyses were included in the top 100 most-cited evidence level 1 articles. These meta-analyses received a total of 634 (Web of Science), 677 (Scopus), and 1509 (Google Scholar) citations. The citation range was 104 to 34 (Web of Science), 103 to 34 (Scopus), and 265 to 73 (Google Scholar). Citation density was 63.40 (Web of Science), 67.70 (Scopus), and 150.9 (Google Scholar) collectively. The most cited meta-analysis with 104 (Web of Science), 103 (Scopus), and 265 (Google Scholar) citations was “Success rate of endodontic treatment of teeth with vital and nonvital pulps. A meta-analysis” (Kojima et al. 2004), with an average citation per annum of 9.00.
**Systematic reviews and meta-analyses:** A total of 15 combined systematic reviews and meta-analyses were included in the top 100 most-cited evidence level 1 articles. They received a total of 776 (Web of Science), 845 (Scopus), and 1861 (Google Scholar) citations. The citation range was 99 to 20 (Web of Science), 125 to 19 (Scopus), and 284 to 35 (Google Scholar). Citation density was 51.73 (Web of Science), 56.33 (Scopus), and 124.06 (Google Scholar) collectively. The most cited meta-analysis with 99 (Web of Science), 125 (Scopus), and 284 (Google Scholar) citations was “Effect of smear layer on sealing ability of canal obturation: a systematic review and meta-analysis” (Shahravan et al. 2007), with an average citation per annum of 7.42.

**Year of publication**

The top 100 articles were published between 1999 (Kvist & Reit 1999) and 2016 (Caviedes-Bucheli et al. 2016, Chang et al. 2016, Kherlakian et al. 2016, Leonardi Dutra et al. 2016, Rôças et al. 2016, Talwar et al. 2016) (Figure 1). The most papers published in a single year was 13, and this occurred in 2010. The number of the top 100 most-cited articles published by decade was 1 during the 1990s, 55 during the 2000s, and 44 during the 2010s. The number of articles reached its zenith from 2009 to 2013, that is 51. Interestingly, 99% of the articles were published after 1999.

**Randomized controlled trials:** The randomized controlled trials were published between 1999 (Kvist & Reit 1999) and 2016 (Kherlakian et al. 2016, Rôças et al. 2016). The most RCTs published in a single year was 7, and this occurred in both 2009 and 2012. The number of RCTs among the top 100 most-cited articles published by decade was 1 during the 1990s, 24 during the 2000s and 20 during the 2010s. The number of articles reached its zenith from 2005 to 2010, that is 26. Interestingly, 44 out of 45 RCTs were published after 1999.

**Systematic reviews:** The systematic reviews were published between 2001 (Peterson & Gutmann 2001) and 2016 (Chang et al. 2016). The most systematic reviews published in a single year was 4, and this
occurred in 2008, 2010, 2011, and 2012. The number of systematic reviews among the top 100 most-cited articles published by decade was 9 during the 2000s and 21 during the 2010s. The number of systematic reviews reached its zenith from 2010 to 2016, that is 21. Interestingly, 21 out of 30 systematic reviews were published after 2009.

**Meta-analyses:** The meta-analyses were published between 2004 (Kojima *et al.* 2004) and 2015 (Li *et al.* 2015). The most meta-analyses published in a single year was 2, and this occurred in 2010 and 2013. The number of systematic reviews among the top 100 most-cited articles published by decade was 4 during the 2000s and 6 during the 2010s.

**Systematic reviews and meta-analyses:** The systematic reviews and meta-analyses were published between 2005 (Sathorn *et al.* 2005) and 2016 (Caviedes-Bucheli *et al.* 2016, Dutra *et al.* 2016, Talwar *et al.* 2016). The most meta-analyses published in a single year was 2, and this occurred in 2010 and 2013. The number of systematic reviews among the top 100 most-cited articles published by decade was 4 during the 2000s and 6 during the 2010s.

**Contributing authors**

A total of 373 authors contributed to the top 100 most-cited articles. The most contributions were made by three individuals namely Reader A (n=5), Beck M (n=5), and Kvist T (n=5). Amongst the top 100 papers, seven authors were included in four articles and eight authors were included in three articles each (Table 2).

**Randomized controlled trials:** A total of 181 authors contributed to the randomized controlled trials among the top 100 most-cited articles. The most contributions were made by Reader A (n=5) and Beck M (n=5) followed by Nusstein J (n=4), Reit C (n=3), Meechan JG (n=3), Whitworth JM (n=3), Drum M (n=3), Kanaa MD (n=3), Kvist T (n=3), Molander A (n=2), Manzur AJ (n=2), Corbett IP (n=2), Friedman S (n=2).
Systematic reviews: A total of 99 authors contributed to the systematic reviews among the top 100 most-cited articles. The most contributions were made by Gulabivala K, Mann V, and Ng YL who contributed to four articles each; Norlund A, Frisk F, Bergenholtz G, Sandberg H, Lewsey J, Pak JG, Hakeberg M, Petersson, Axelsson S, Rahbaran S, Tranæus S, White SN, Davidson T, Kvist T contributed two articles each.

Meta-analyses: A total of 36 authors contributed to the meta-analyses among the top 100 most-cited articles. The most contributions were made by Karabucak B, Rosen E, Setzer FC, Tsesis I, Kohli MR, Shah SB, Kim S who contributed two articles each.

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses: A total of 69 authors contributed to the systematic reviews and meta-analyses among the top 100 most-cited articles. The most contributions were made by Messer HH (N=3) followed by Law AS, Sathorn C, Nixdorf DR, Moana-Filho EJ, Hodges JS, McGuire LA, John MT, Parashos P, Loushine RJ who contributed two articles each.

Contributing countries and institutions

Based on the institutional address of the corresponding author, individuals from 23 countries contributed to the top cited articles. Among these, the United States had the largest number of publications (n=24) followed by the United Kingdom (n=8), Brazil (n=8), China (n=7), Sweden (n=6), Iran (n=6), Italy (n=5), Thailand (n=4), Netherlands (n=4), Israel (n=4), India (n=4), Canada (n=3), Australia (n=3), Switzerland (n=2), Germany (n=2), Denmark (n=2), Colombia (n=2), South Korea (n=1), Portugal (n=1), Morocco (n=1), Mexico (n=1), Japan (n=1), UAE (n=1) (Figure 2).

Among 66 institutions, the greatest contribution to the top 100 most-cited articles was made by The College of Dentistry, The Ohio State University, USA (n=5) followed by UCL Eastman Dental Institute, UK (n=4), School of Dental Science, University of Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK (n=4), Maurice and Gabriela Goldschleger School of Dental Medicine, Tel Aviv University, Israel (n=4), School of Dental Sciences,
The University of Melbourne, Australia (n=3), West China School of Stomatology, Sichuan University, China (n=3), School of Dental Medicine, University of Milan, Italy (n=3), Faculty of Dentistry, University of Toronto, Canada (n=3), School of Dental Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, USA (n=3), Faculty of Odontology, Malmö University, Sweden (n=3). The complete list of contributing institutions is shown in Table 3.

**Randomized controlled trials:** Individuals from 16 countries contributed to the randomized controlled trials among the top cited articles. Among these, the United States had the largest number of publications (n=11) followed by Iran (n=5), Brazil (n=4), the United Kingdom (n=4), India (n=3), Italy (n=3), Sweden (n=3), Canada (n=2), Germany (n=2), and the Netherlands (n=2).

**Systematic reviews:** Individuals from 14 countries contributed to the systematic reviews among the top cited articles. Among these, the United States had the largest number of publications (n=8) followed by the United Kingdom (n=4), Sweden (n=3), China (n=2), Italy (n=2), the Netherlands (n=2), and Thailand (n=2).

**Meta-analyses:** Individuals from five countries contributed to the meta-analyses among the top cited articles. Among these, the United States and China had the largest number of publications (n=3) followed by Israel (n=2).

**Systematic reviews and meta-analyses:** Individuals from nine countries contributed to the systematic reviews and meta-analyses among the top cited articles. Among these, the United States had the largest number of publications (n=4) followed by Brazil (n=3) and Australia (2).

**Journal of publication**

The top 100 most-cited articles were published across three different journals namely *Journal of Endodontics* (n=70), *International Endodontic Journal* (n=27), and *Oral Surgery Oral Medicine Oral Pathology Oral Radiology and Endodontics* (n=3).
**Randomized controlled trials:** The randomized controlled trials among the top 100 most-cited articles were published by *Journal of Endodontics* (n=35), *International Endodontic Journal* (n=9), and *Oral Surgery Oral Medicine Oral Pathology Oral Radiology and Endodontics* (n=1).

**Systematic reviews:** The systematic reviews among the top 100 most-cited articles were published by *Journal of Endodontics* (n=16) and *International Endodontic Journal* (n=14).

**Meta-analyses:** The meta-analyses among the top 100 most-cited articles were published by *Journal of Endodontics* (n=9) and *Oral Surgery Oral Medicine Oral Pathology Oral Radiology and Endodontics* (n=1).

**Systematic reviews and meta-analyses:** The systematic reviews and meta-analyses among the top 100 most-cited articles were published by *Journal of Endodontics* (n=10), *International Endodontic Journal* (n=4), and *Oral Surgery Oral Medicine Oral Pathology Oral Radiology and Endodontics* (n=1).

**Study design and topic of the article**

The majority of the 100 most-cited articles were randomized controlled trials (n=45) followed by systematic review (n=30), systematic review and meta-analysis (n=15), and meta-analysis (n=10) (Table 4).

Major topics of interest in the top 100 most-cited papers were outcome studies (n=35) followed by local anaesthesia (n=14), radiology (n=10), canal instrumentation (n=7), mineral trioxide aggregate (n=6), intracanal medicaments (n=5), irrigants (n=5), endodontic microbiology (n=4), pulp capping (n=3), canal filling (n=3), inflammatory markers in endodontics (n=3), root canal anatomy (n=1), smear layer (n=1), traumatic dental injuries (n=1), restorations (n=1), and lasers in endodontic therapy (n=1) (Table 4).

**Randomized controlled trials:** Major topics of interest within the randomized controlled trials among the top 100 most-cited papers were local anaesthesia (n=14) followed by outcome studies (n=12), mineral
Systematic reviews: Major topics of interest within the systematic reviews among the top 100 most-cited papers were outcome studies (n=12) followed by irrigants (n=12), pulp capping (n=2), inflammatory markers in endodontics (n=2), endodontic microbiology (n=1), intracanal medicaments (n=1), canal instrumentations (n=1), root canal anatomy (n=1), traumatic dental injuries (n=1), canal filling (n=1), and lasers in endodontic therapy (n=1).

Meta-analyses: Major topics of interest within the meta-analyses among the top 100 most-cited papers were outcome studies (n=6) followed by canal filling (n=2), intracanal medicaments (n=1), and canal instrumentations (n=1).

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses: Major topics of interest within the systematic reviews and meta-analyses among the top 100 most-cited papers were outcome studies (n=5), radiology (n=2), intracanal medicaments (n=2), and canal instrumentations (n=1) followed by smear layer (n=1), restorations (n=1), root canal anatomy (n=1), pulp capping (n=1), and inflammatory markers in endodontics (n=1).

Key words

Of the 100 top-cited articles, a total of 259 unique words were identified. The most frequently occurring keywords were meta-analysis (n=23) and systematic review (n=23) followed by success, lidocaine, outcome, apical periodontitis, post-operative pain, root canal treatment, calcium hydroxide, and irreversible pulpitis (Table 5).

Randomized controlled trials: The randomized controlled trials among the top 100 cited articles had a total of 56 unique words. The most frequently occurring keywords were randomized clinical trial (n=13) followed by outcome (n=3), success (n=3), and lidocaine (2).
**Systematic reviews:** The systematic reviews among the 100 top-cited articles had a total of 143 unique words. The most frequently occurring keywords were systematic review (15) followed by outcome (n=5) and apical periodontitis (n=3).

**Meta-analyses:** The meta-analyses among the 100 top-cited articles had a total of 47 unique words. The most frequently occurring keywords were meta-analysis (n=4) followed by outcome (n=3), post-operative pain (n=2), and apical periodontitis (n=2).

**Systematic reviews and meta-analyses:** The systematic reviews and meta-analyses among the 100 top-cited articles had a total of 61 unique words. The most frequently occurring keywords were systematic review (n=4) and meta-analysis (n=4) followed by outcome (n=2) and lidocaine (n=2).

**Discussion**

This bibliometric study aimed to determine and analyse the top 100 most-cited randomized controlled trials, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses published in endodontic journals from 1961 to 2018. Generally, a scientific article on a list of the most frequently cited papers in its respective field suggests that it has achieved a landmark (Tarazona et al. 2018). In theory, the recognition of a research article within the scientific community (citation count) and how it influences the understanding of a disease and/or its management as well as whether it gives rise to new research trends, reflects its quality (Fardi et al. 2017). Thus, when a research article manages to secure its position in the list of ‘classic’ articles in a specific field, it confirms that the international clinical and scientific communities have acknowledged both the paper and the journal as having made a considerable contribution to the area of expertise. Thus, the results of the current study not only present a historical perspective on scientific progress in the field of Endodontology but also display key trends in research as well as clinical practice (Fardi et al. 2011, Ahmad et al. 2019).

An article having secured 100 or more citations is normally regarded as a ‘classic’ based on the field of research (Andersen et al. 2006). Therefore, in the present study, seven of the 100 articles can be
considered as ‘classic’ articles based on their citation counts. The ‘classic’ papers were cited between 235 and 20 times when the analysis was performed using Clarivate Analytics’ Web of Science “All Databases”. That database was used as a benchmark because it measures citations in scientific articles over an extensive time-span between 1945 and the present (Jafarzadeh et al. 2015). A fluctuation in citation counts was evident when other databases were interrogated, for instance, the number of citations per article varied between 276 to 17 times (Scopus), and between 696 to 1 (Google Scholar). The fluctuation seen in the results yielded by the various databases highlights the importance of selecting a suitable database in Scientometry. It must be appreciated that Scopus only records citations from 1996 onwards, which is likely to produce inaccurate results. However, in future, Scopus is planning to overcome this discrepancy by taking into consideration citations earlier than 1996. Google Scholar includes citations from dissertations, technical reports, preprints, books and conference papers, which can affect the assessment of the top citations when the target is more specific as in the present study that evaluated only articles in journals (Ahmad et al. 2019).

Although, the number of citations may reflect the influence of a particular article on a specific field of research and identify the researchers affiliated with the topic, the number of citations does not necessarily signify its scientific value. For example, publications related to “Respirology” (615 to 2918) (Tam et al. 2013) and “Cardiology” (331 to 3484) (Shuaib et al. 2015b) are more frequently cited than articles within “Dentistry” (326 to 2050) (Feijoo et al. 2014), although all three areas may have similar scientific importance. The results of the current study indicate a trend for more high-quality evidence level 1 articles to be published in Endodontontology in more recent times, and also reflect the limited number of researchers, faculty and clinicians within the specialty.

The year of publication has an obvious impact on the citation count a paper receives. However, it is almost impossible to determine the true impact of a study for at least two decades after its publication (Baltussen & Kindler 2004, Feijoo et al. 2014, Ahmad et al. 2019). It is obvious that older publications normally will tend to gain more citations than recent papers, regardless of their impact (Ugolini et al. 2012).
This tendency is observed in almost all specialties (Philipsen & Reichart 1999). According to Kuhnian philosophy (Lefaivre et al. 2011), there is a disposition for sticking to a pattern in a scientific society, which can cause a “snowball effect” with citations, as authors are inclined towards a publication that is already abundantly cited rather than re-assessing its relevance and quality (Lareau et al. 2015). Nevertheless, an opposite trend has been observed in the current study since 99% of the papers were published after 1999. Normally, papers published in the last 10 years have only a small probability of appearing in the list of the most frequently cited articles in any field of research. Even so, 73 out of the 100 papers were published in the last 10 years, i.e. from 2008 to 2018 to reflect the evolution of research in Endodontology that now has a much greater focus on evidence derived from RCTs, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses to inform clinical practice. One of the most prominent features of this study was the inclusion of six articles in the top 100 that were published in 2016 (Caviedes-Bucheli et al. 2016, Chang et al. 2016, Kherlakian et al. 2016, Leonardi Dutra et al. 2016, Rôças et al. 2016, Talwar et al. 2016). This highlights the effect of the topic of the article, its quality and its relevance to clinical practice and research. Articles published after 2016 also received a reasonable number of citations, although it is too early to foresee whether these publications will gain even more citations as time passes.

Several authors were associated with the top-cited publications with most of them contributing as both corresponding author and first authors at the same time. Overall, the greatest contribution was made by Reader A (n=5), Beck M (n=5), and Kvist T (n=5). Tsesis I contributed the most as the corresponding author and the first author (n=4). Seven authors contributed to four articles each and eight authors contributed to three papers each. Out of the top 100 articles included, 20 were written by three authors each and nine articles were written by two authors each. Interestingly, four out of the top six articles in Table 1 were written by the same author, Ng YL who contributed as the first as well as the corresponding author of all the articles (Ng et al. 2007, 2008a, 2008b, 2010). All of these authors must be considered as important contributors in the specialty of Endodontology.
As evidence by the current study and in conformity with several others, academic institutions from the United States of America were involved most often in the list of the top 100 most-cited articles (Paladugu et al. 2002, Baltussen & Kindler 2004, Loonen et al. 2008, Brandt et al. 2010, Lefaivre et al. 2010, Fardi et al. 2011). The presence of an extensive scientific community as well as larger research budgets probably contributed to the major contribution made by the United States (Shadgan et al. 2010).

Keywords are a vital component of a research paper. While searching the literature, the use of keywords retrieves more relevant results than using sentences or phrases. They act as “codes” to source the required scientific research articles (Natarajan et al. 2010). Therefore, it is imperative to choose and include keywords that can be readily searched to identify relevant references when scrutinizing an infinite body of rich materials (Asghari & Navimipour 2018). Unfortunately, several articles in the present study did not contain keywords (Kvist & Reit 1999, Kojima et al. 2004, Kvist et al. 2004, Lindeboom et al. 2005, Schaeffer et al. 2005, Torabinejad et al. 2005, Chala et al. 2011).

In health care, the importance of systematic reviews and meta-analyses has been increasing (Moher et al. 2009). Clinicians read such articles in order to keep up-to-date with their field of practice; they are also used as a starting point to develop clinical practice guidelines (Swingler et al. 2003). In 1996, an international group formulated guidelines known as the QUOROM Statement (QUality Of Reporting Of Meta-analyses) to address the sub-optimal reporting of meta-analyses, which focused on the reporting of meta-analyses of randomized controlled trials (Moher et al. 2000). The terminology “QUOROM” has evolved over time and for the purpose of encompassing both systematic reviews and meta-analyses, the name QUOROM was changed to PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) (Moher et al. 2009).

When randomized controlled trials are appropriately designed, performed and reported, they depict the gold standard to evaluate healthcare interventions (Schulz et al. 2010). Unfortunately, in the past, the reporting of RCTs was often sub-optimal (Dwan et al. 2008). For example, before 1996, it was not mandatory for authors to mention the terms ‘randomized controlled trial’ in the title of an article, which
resulted in many such trials not being identified using the electronic search methodology used in the present study. According to Fardi et al. (2011), the top 100 most-cited articles published in endodontic journals did not include any randomized controlled trials, however, at least one randomized controlled trial (Byström & Sunqvist 1985) was overlooked probably because it did not contain the terms randomised clinical trial in the title and at that time, keywords were not used commonly. This deficiency in accurately designing, conducting, and reporting trials resulted in the inception of the original CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting trials) statement (Begg et al. 1996), which was revised subsequently (Moher et al. 2001, Schulz et al. 2010). The introduction of these statements has improved the reporting quality of randomized controlled trials (Plint et al. 2006, Hopewell et al. 2010), nevertheless, reports of many trials remain sub-optimal (Chan & Altman 2005), including in the field of Endodontics (Lucena et al. 2017, Nagendrababu et al. 2019).

**Limitations**

It is important to recognize the limitation of the current study. As the title suggests, several articles had to be excluded from the present study since only the 100 most-cited articles were included. The last position in the ranking list was secured by an article that secured 20 citations (Web of Science) but unfortunately four articles, having the same citation count, had to be excluded (Day et al. 2011, Aggarwal et al. 2012, Monteiro et al. 2015, Rosen et al. 2015).

Another limitation is the fact that the search strategy relied on the relevant search terms being included in the title or appearing as keywords. The requirement for these terms to be included in such a way was adopted following the publication of the CONSORT guidelines (Begg et al. 1996). Prior to that date, authors were not obliged to include such terms and these articles could not be identified in the current electronic search. As a consequence, a number of well-known and ‘classic’ articles were excluded (for example, Byström & Sunqvist 1985, Sjögren et al. 1991, Chong et al. 2003, Shipper et al. 2004).
Conclusion

This is the first study to identify and discuss the top 100 most-cited evidence level 1 articles published in Endodontology. Despite limitations, this bibliometric analysis reveals useful information on the scientific advancement of Endodontology over time. Several ‘classic’ articles have been identified; however, many published before 1996 were not included as a result of the less rigorous standard of reporting at that time.
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